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Abstract. As robots are becoming increasingly common in society and education, it is expected that autonomous and socially adaptive classroom robots may eventually be given responsible roles in primary education. In this paper, we present the results of a questionnaire study carried out with students enrolled in compulsory education in three European countries. The study aimed to explore students’ normative perspectives on classroom robots pertaining to roles and responsibilities, student-robot relationships, and perceptive and emotional capabilities in robots. The results suggest that, although students are generally positive toward the existence of classroom robots, certain aspects are deemed more acceptable than others.
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1. Introduction

Robots are becoming increasingly prevalent in today’s society, not least within education. This is partly indicated by research projects [1-3] and laboratories [4] devoted to exploring children’s interactions with robots and potential opportunities for learning; and partly by robot initiatives conducted at specific educational institutions. Robots are becoming more autonomous in that they “can sense [their] environment, plan based on that environment, and act upon that environment with the intent of reaching some task-specific goal (either given to or created by the robot) without external control” [5]. Yet, increased autonomy of robots is not limited to physical abilities, but also affects the social sphere [6-8]. Following these developments, it can be expected that autonomous and socially adaptive classroom robots will soon begin to feature more prominently in...
primary education. However, this is not likely to be a straightforward process. For example, a Eurobarometer conducted in 2012 on public attitudes towards robots revealed that although EU citizens were generally positive towards the use of robots in society, only 3% believed that robots should be used for educational purposes, while 34% thought that robots in education should be banned altogether [9].

Drawing inspiration from a Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) perspective, we argue that it is important to pay special consideration to the views of stakeholders so that they can take an active part in shaping the future of robotic developments [10, 11]. While the Eurobarometer results capture our attention, we need to move forward and attempt to disentangle what functions of classroom robots stakeholders consider more or less desirable. Although sensitivity towards target users’ needs has been emphasized in the past concerning the acceptable design of robots [12-14], our work focuses on the normative perspectives of stakeholders, i.e., what robots should and should not be or be able to do in schools, complemented by questions about robots’ expected abilities or stakeholders’ willingness to engage in different kinds of interactions with robots in the future. Thus, we will first consider what robots can do now or in the future, and thereafter ask stakeholders about those functions specifically. While we have explored this with teachers in our previous work [15], we now seek to study the case of classroom robots through a questionnaire study with students enrolled in compulsory education in three European countries.

2. Related Work

Previous research has indicated that robots can foster students’ learning while creating an enjoyable experience [16, 17], and various possibilities and applications of robots are fervently discussed and tested in educational institutions [8, 18-21]. By drawing on Papert’s constructionist ideas [22], robots are used as hands-on tools to facilitate students’ Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) skills by allowing them to program [23] or assemble robots from scratch [24]. Other educational applications of robots are more geared towards interaction, whether this be through tele-presence robots that can mediate students’ interactions with human teachers [25], or via direct interaction with robots as, e.g., tutors [26], learning companions [27], or tutees [28]. A practical distinction between these fields, we argue, lies in the autonomy of the robot. In the hands-on and tele-presence cases, the robot is directly manipulated by the student or the teacher, respectively, whereas in the other applications (e.g., a tutoring robot) the robot is more autonomous in carrying out actions without input from an operator [20].

2.1. Robot Roles and Responsibilities

Depending on the specific application, different implications follow from introducing robots into classrooms. More autonomous robots could potentially be given roles and responsibilities that are traditionally assigned to human teachers. Aside from tutoring or being tutored by students during lessons, robots could also assess students’ learning performances, and possibly assign grades to their schoolwork. Although teachers tend to be highly skeptical about robots’ capabilities to assess students’ skills such as writing [15], research conducted by the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority revealed that computer-generated automatic assessments of student essays
“were statistically and substantively equivalent to those provided through human scoring” [29].

As possibilities of robots are increasingly explored, debates are fueled in popular media concerning whether robots will replace human teachers in delivering educational content to students in the future [30-33]. While visions of substantially reducing the workload of teachers with robots have not aimed at replacing them, the rapid advancement of robots shows potential for partially substituting human teaching with robots, e.g., in the case of language learning [34]. Possibilities aside, we seek to study whether (and to what extent) students think that robots should assume more responsible roles in education.

From a human perspective, autonomy and responsibility also entail moral accountability. As robots are increasingly designed to take on more “sophisticated humanoid forms”, Kahn et al. [35] argue that it becomes increasingly likely that people will consider robots morally accountable for their own actions. A different view is that developers should be responsible for robots’ potential mistakes or wrongdoings like any other product, but it has been argued that it is unreasonable to expect developers to be held accountable for negative situations or consequences of using particular robots when they “learn” and function autonomously [36, 37]. This creates a responsibility ascription problem [37, 38], and we aim to explore whether students think that robots should be held responsible for possible wrongdoings.

2.2. Children’s Relationships with Robots

Robots are often intentionally designed to evoke children’s relationship formation with them [7, 12]. For example, Kanda, Sato, Saiwaki and Ishiguro [8] implemented strategic social behaviors in their classroom robot seeking to encourage more long-term interactions, and several studies have revealed tendencies in children to perceive robots as friends [27, 39-41]. Turkle [42] has observed that social robots evoke feelings of attachment in people, and argues that social robots are becoming relational artifacts. This demonstrates a shift from technology as a mediating artifact between humans, to technology as the target or object of social interaction [43]. Yet, it is not clear whether these developments are desirable or just an unintended design consequence.

2.3. Perceptive and Emotional Capabilities

According to Bloom [44], personalization and adaptive tutoring are important for effective education. Personalization has been shown to be important for human-robot interaction as well [27, 45, 46]. In their literature review on long-term human-robot interaction, Leite, Martinho and Paiva [47] have indicated the importance of robots being equipped with empathy, memory and adaptation in order to foster more long-term interactions. In the case of classroom robots, this usually entails temporary, anonymous storage of data about students which can account for previous interactions and provide learner models of students [7, 48]. While there is no uniform technical approach to gathering such data, it could include capturing of facial expressions, speech, video or other physiological data such as skin conductance [12]. To avoid moving too far in undesirable directions, we seek to ask students whether such practices are acceptable or not.
3. Method

The present questionnaire study aimed to explore students’ perspectives on potential characteristics, tasks and roles assumed by classroom robots. We invited school classes of students to participate in the study. The study was organized as part of a series of workshops on robots in Sweden (SE), Portugal (PT) and the United Kingdom (UK), wherein students were asked to share their ideas concerning what a classroom robot should and should not be or do respectively. Parental consent was obtained prior to the study, and students’ verbal consent was obtained at the time of the study. Students were also given the opportunity to opt out at any time while still being able to participate in the workshop itself. The questionnaires were then distributed at the end of the workshop.

3.1. Participants

A total of 175 (74 female; 100 male; 1 unknown) students aged 11-18 (\(M = 13.53; SD = 1.83\)) filled out the questionnaire during the study. As entire school classes were invited to participate, ages among participants were not evenly distributed among the countries. In the UK, students were aged 11-12; in SE 11-12 or 15-16; and in PT 13-14 or 17-18. 42% of the participants lived in SE, 35% in PT, and 23% in the UK.

3.2. Procedure

Given the difficulties in imagining futuristic technologies [49-51], it has been suggested that research participants should be provided with detailed descriptions of features and functions of robots before partaking in a study [52]. Therefore, we gave students a brief presentation about the nature of the study in the presence of an Aldebaran Nao T14 torso robot, which could perform a number of social behaviors such as talking and dancing. Then, a 5-min video about current developments in social robotics was shown. The video illustrated how external sensors and software programs can be used in order to interpret children’s affective states. It also presented several robots (both tele-presence and autonomous humanoids) currently in use in primary education in various countries. The video ended with two short segments of some futuristic possibilities of robots depicted in two science fiction movies (I, Robot and Robot and Frank) in order to raise ethical issues to their attention and inspire participants to think beyond their current experiences with technology. Drawing on the ContraVision approach [51], the videos were intentionally edited so that I, Robot was deemed to be perceived in a more negative light, and Robot and Frank in a more positive light. The ordering of these two segments was counterbalanced. Following the video, participants were requested to read through a short fictive vignette in the form of a comic book about a 12-year-old student’s interaction with a classroom robot that could interpret and adapt to emotional states.

After the introduction, participants were assigned to groups of 3 to 4 students in which they were to discuss desirable and undesirable features in a classroom robot\(^2\). Following the discussions, participants were requested to place themselves in a secluded spot to fill out the individual questionnaires.

\(^2\) The qualitative results from these discussions have previously been analyzed and submitted to a journal. As the article is currently undergoing blinded review, the reference cannot be provided here.
3.3. Questionnaire

The questionnaire was designed to include a set of different criteria on ethical issues, robot features, and areas of concern. Inspiration for the questionnaire items was initially drawn from two separate sources: the Negative Attitudes Towards Robots Scale (NARS) [53], and a collection of normative issues surrounding emerging technologies compiled in a deliverable by the EU-project ETICA [54]. Thereafter, analysis of previous work on classroom robots served as a lens in developing questions particularly relevant for the educational context (see Section 2).

Children’s surveys should be tailored according to the social and cognitive development of the target age group [55]. The language should be simple and direct, and ambiguity should be avoided. Also, children are more likely than adults to respond in socially desirable ways, so prescribing values or posing questions in certain ways may easily sway them. It is furthermore not advisable to present too many response options. In some cases, five point scales may be valid for older children, whereas with younger children, response options should be limited to a maximum of three [55]. As such, we chose to refrain from the more conventional use of five point scales in favor of merely “yes”, “no”, or “I don’t know/I don’t want to answer”. Considering that our study comprised students ages 11-18, we chose to make the questionnaire more adapted for the younger students, and maintained this design for all participants.

The questions were initially written in English and thereafter translated to Swedish and Portuguese by a native speaker. The translated questions were then cross-checked with an additional native speaker to ensure that they corresponded well with the original formulations. The questionnaire items in English are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Items on the questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions 1-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Do you think that robots with human characteristics should be present in schools?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Do you think that robots should show feelings?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Would you be able to talk to a robot?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Could you ask a robot for help with your schoolwork?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Could you become friends with a robot?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Would you be able to talk to a robot in front of your schoolmates?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Would you want a robot to grade your schoolwork?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Would you be able to trust a robot?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Do you think that children in preschool should have robot teachers/assistants?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Do you think robots should decide things in society?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Would you like a robot to record the things you do and say?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Would you like a robot to be able to analyse your feelings based on e.g. your facial expression and pulse?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Do you think robots should be held responsible if they do something wrong?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Do you think robots should replace teachers in school?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results

In contrast to adults’ expressed aversions to robots in education [9], the analysis of our study revealed that 76.2% of the students had overall positive attitudes toward the presence of robots with human characteristics in education (Q1), and 87.8% were
positive about asking a robot for help with their schoolwork (Q4). These questions were posed in a general manner, and as such, do not indicate what kinds of robots the students had in mind when responding. Thus, in the following subsections, results will be presented in accordance with the different areas of inquiry identified in the related work, namely robots’ roles and responsibilities in general and pertaining to education, students’ (envisioned) relationships with robots, and finally, students’ perspectives on perceptive and emotional capabilities of robots.

4.1. Robot Roles and Responsibilities

We aimed to understand students’ views on robots grading students’ schoolwork (Q7), featuring as teachers or assistants with young children (Q9), or being able to replace human teachers (Q14). While these questions were specifically targeting roles and responsibilities within the educational context, we asked how this relates to responsibility (Q13) and autonomy (Q10) for robots on a more general level. Figure 1 details the response frequencies to these questions, revealing that the considered educational responsibilities were deemed inappropriate by the majority of students. However, robots’ grading students’ schoolwork generated more uncertain or positive responses when compared to robots replacing teachers or featuring in pre-school. Taken together, these findings suggest that the participants could imagine allocating certain tasks to a robot under the premise that this would not interfere with the role of the human teacher. On the more general questions, while 58% of the participants thought that robots should be held responsible for potential wrongdoings, 86% did not think that robots should be able to make decisions in society.

![Figure 1. Response frequencies on Q7, Q9, Q14, Q13 & Q10 expressed as % of whole sample (N = 175)](image)

4.2. Envisioning a Relationship

We also asked how students felt about engaging in social relationships/interactions with robots. This might be very different from simply requesting help concerning schoolwork from a robot as this could be similar to the use of other digital technologies in education that students might be growing increasingly accustomed to (e.g. searching for
information online or playing educational computer games). We therefore explored if and how students envisioned themselves relating to a robot, pertaining specifically to speaking to a robot either by themselves (Q3) or in the presence of their peers (Q6), becoming friends with a robot (Q5), or affording trust to a robot (Q8). Figure 2 presents these response frequencies, which show that students were positive towards the idea of talking to a robot (Q3), yet not as positive towards the idea of talking to a robot in front of peers. Moreover, developing friendships with robots appeared to be more difficult to envision, as only about half of the participants responded affirmatively. Trusting a robot was seen as even more unlikely, although there were quite a few missing responses here, suggesting that this was a problematic question to answer or situation to imagine.

![Figure 2. Response frequencies on Q3, Q5, Q6 & Q8 expressed as % of whole sample (N = 175)](image)

4.3. Perceptive and Emotional Characteristics

Finally, we sought to explore whether the students thought robots should be able to express (Q2) or understand their emotions (Q12), and record what they do and say (Q11). Figure 3 displays the response frequencies for these questions, indicating that expressing and understanding emotions were both deemed more acceptable than recording students.

![Figure 3. Response frequencies on Q2, Q12 & Q11 expressed as % of whole sample (N = 175)](image)
4.4. Acceptance Continuum

To provide an overview and summarize the results of this study, Figure 4 presents the response frequencies of all items on the questionnaire. The questions have been modified for readability purposes, and are sorted from the highest to lowest percentage of “yes”-responses. For original questions, see Table 1.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Questionnaire items on continuum ranging from most to least positive responses expressed as % of whole sample (N = 175)

5. Discussion

The results of the study revealed that students, unlike the adult respondents in [9], considered robots acceptable additions to classroom practices (i.e. a majority of students could envision robots featuring in schools, as well as asking about school-related work). However, when going into detail about different robot roles and features which are or may become technically possible in the future, it is clear that some aspects of classroom robots were deemed more unacceptable than others. Working with young children, replacing teachers or grading students’ schoolwork were all undesirable practices. Also, most students did not think that they would be able to trust a robot, nor did they express a desire for a robot to grade their schoolwork or make decisions on a more general level concerning matters in society. Nevertheless, the majority thought that robots should be held responsible for potential wrongdoings.

In contrast to Turkle’s [42] description of robots as relational artifacts, our results suggest that the students perceived them as tools. The students could, e.g., envision speaking to a robot themselves, yet this did not necessarily imply that they would feel comfortable speaking to a robot in front of their peers or becoming friends with it, which is contradictory to how children have behaved when interacting with robots in previous studies [27, 39, 41, 56].
Furthermore, classroom robots are often equipped with capabilities pertaining to perceiving and processing the educational situation. This can include merely storing and processing visual or auditory input in order to better understand students’ learning processes, but it can also relate to endowing robots with more humanlike traits such as artificial emotion expression or empathy [7, 12]. Our study showed that students considered both expressing and understanding emotions by robots as desirable characteristics, but actual recordings of students were deemed unacceptable. This might prove problematic for the field as recollections of previous interactions are necessary for a robot to be able to properly adapt to individual students [7, 47].

5.1. Limitations and Future Work

A limitation to this study could be the way in which participants were introduced to the topic which may have affected their responses. Although we tried to present both positive and negative possibilities of using robots, it is likely that participants’ responses were affected by something that they read, viewed, or discussed during the workshops. While we assume that the workshops provided more balanced and comprehensive background information compared to research such as the Eurobarometer, we did not include a control condition for this factor in our design. It would therefore be interesting to conduct a similar questionnaire study where participants are not given any representation of robots beforehand. Also, like previous research [57], it would be interesting to systematically compare age-related or cultural differences of students’ perspectives on robots, but due to the uneven distribution of age groups across the three countries, this was not feasible to do in this particular study. Thus, a follow-up study could include a larger sample where these factors are controlled. Finally, it is possible that the questionnaire items were not always entirely clear to all participants, evidenced by missing responses to individual items. Future work should thus re-examine and potentially rephrase individual items in order to avoid ambiguity.

6. Conclusion

Our results suggest that students in this age group (11-18) perceive certain educational roles of robots very positively, such as robots helping them with schoolwork. However, at the same time, students may be very skeptical about certain more controversial roles and functions of classroom robots. Certainly, the vast majority does not want to see teachers being replaced by robots, nor does there appear to be much favor towards the notion that robots might eventually be involved in other roles in society where they would make decisions with impact on humans. In between these end points of the discussion, we observe a lot of variance and gradation of responses in general. Overall, our findings thus appear to largely mirror the general emergent normative discussion about what robots should and should not be allowed to do in the future of education. Our data further highlights tensions that can be seen between highly desirable abilities of robots, such as being able to help, understand, and appropriately respond to the user’s feelings and expressions – vs. the question of how this might be achieved without at least temporarily recording interactions or other kinds of user data. Finally, and somewhat surprisingly, many students appear to answer in an affirmative manner to the question whether robots should be “held responsible” if they do something wrong – i.e., our study shows indirect evidence for an implicit assumption that future robots indeed can be
assumed to be morally responsible and accountable. Taken together, we can see a very colorful picture emerging on the basis of this questionnaire data, including some pointers towards the main hopes and fears of young people imagining the potential future roles of robots in education.
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